A TOTAL SOLUTIONS COMPANY, WE DELIVER A COMPLETE END TO END SERVICE FROM PRODUCT DESIGN TO MANUFACTURING TO COATINGS TO ASSEMBLY, TO PACKING AND SHIPPING.

SPECIALISING IN COMPREHENSIVE MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS

With a broad scope of capabilities, ANCA Manufacturing Solutions offers comprehensive services such as design, fabrication, mechanical assembly, electronics integration, wiring, and sourcing of components from reputable suppliers across Asia.

CONTACT ANCA MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS

THAILAND
109/14 Moo 4, Tambol Pluakdaeng, Amphur Pluakdaeng, Rayong 21140
Tel. +66 33 012 380
Email. sales@ams.anca.com

AUSTRALIA
25 Gatwick Road, Bayswater North, Victoria, 3154
Tel. +61 3 9751 8200
Email. sales@ams.anca.com

SOCIAL
@ANCAManufacturingSolutions

A TOTAL SOLUTIONS COMPANY, WE DELIVER A COMPLETE END TO END SERVICE FROM PRODUCT DESIGN TO MANUFACTURING TO COATINGS TO ASSEMBLY, TO PACKING AND SHIPPING.
ANCA MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS is an Australian owned and operated leading provider of diverse manufacturing solutions in Thailand and beyond for a wide range of industries and applications. We pride ourselves on our service, quality and global network servicing customers across the world.

ANCA Manufacturing Solutions has a strong market heritage, operating since 2000 and is the tier one supplier for the global leader in CNC Grinding, ANCA CNC Machines.

Hear from our customers:
We can’t recommend ANCA Manufacturing Solutions any more highly. Their customer service, attention to detail and high level of quality makes them a crucial member of our supply chain.

Our capabilities

We add value
ANCA Manufacturing Solutions have the equipment and capabilities to manufacture a diverse range of products for all industries. When our customers come to us with a request we are proud to find them a solution.

Our experienced team use proven manufacturing processes and design concepts to ensure high quality products. We approach new product developments with cross-functional team based principles.

Our agile thinking is coupled with a culture of lean manufacturing that ensures efficient, cost effective solutions that are delivered on time.

We are proud of our strong team whose skills range from CAD design and CNC programming to laser and waterjet cutting sheet metal, CNC forming, welding and painting and assembly.

Partnering with us removes your supply chain risk and offers the knowledge that we will supply a quality to your specific requirements, on time. At ANCA Manufacturing Solutions we guarantee a number one lifetime customer experience every time.


We service a range of industries including:
- Machine canopies
- Off road vehicles
- Food processing
- Consumer electronics
- Construction machinery
- General machinery
- Aerospace
- Automotive
- Agriculture

For our customers, we manufacture a variety of components to meet their requirements:
- Under body protection
- Nudge bars
- Side steps
- Conveyors
- Rear & front bumpers
- Machinery housings
- Electronic casings

Our capabilities:

Waterjet Cutting machine capabilities up to 100 mm for steel, Stainless, Aluminium and Polycarbonate material.

Fiber Laser cutting capabilities up to 20mm thick for steel, (10mm for SUS/ AL). Tube laser can cut steel tubes up to 190x190mm.

Pressbrakes can fold up to 3m long, max. 15 mm thick for steel. CNC rolling from radius 60-1500 mm, max thickness 4 mm for steel.

Automotive quality wet paint booth can handle parts up to 2m tall. External suppliers for a wide variety of industrial coatings.

High Quality Mechanical Assembly per customer specified torque control.

We support a variety of packing standards based on customer requirements.

High pressure cabinet leak test stations with overhead gantries.